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Understanding the true impact of global sponsorships

Our mission is to help global brands optimise their sponsoring 
strategy by providing insights into the impact of sponsorships on 
brand strength. We believe the true value of sponsoring lies in 
building emotional connections with fans, so our insights focus on 
highlighting and improving those relationships. 

We have been helping sponsors of the UEFA Champions League to 
understand the effects and impact of their sponsorship since 1999. 
Over the past 22 years, our insights have contributed to increased 
brand awareness, better engagement with fans, higher purchasing 
levels and award-winning campaigns for global brands.

The goal of our UEFA Champions League research study is to provide 
actionable insights into the real impact of the sponsorship. Our 
insights prove the impact the sponsorship has on the development 
of brand strength and ROI and allow sponsors to set objectives, 
determine campaign strategy and identify opportunities for growth. 

We are proud to share some key results from our 2020-2021  
UEFA Champions League research study.
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THE 2020-2021  
UEFA CHAMPIONS  
LEAGUE SEASON
The 2020-2021 UEFA Champions League season started shortly 
after an unusual ending of the previous season. The final games 
of the 2019-2020 season were played in a mini-tournament in 
August 2020 (after a football-free period due to COVID-19). This 
restart of the UEFA Champions League in August 2020 allowed 
fans to still enjoy some exciting knock-out matches and it helped 
sponsors to recover from a period with less exposure. 

Although the 2020-2021 UEFA Champions League season was 
played without unwanted interruptions, it was not yet a normal 
football season. The empty stadiums and COVID-19 measures 
were responsible for an atmosphere that is not worthy of the UEFA 
Champions League. In addition, the kick-off of EURO2020 close 
to the UEFA Champions League final might have impacted the 
attention football fans pay to the final. For sponsors the proximity 
of EURO2020 meant that the football space was even more 
cluttered than other years, making it even more difficult  
to stand out. 

Despite the influence COVID-19 had on this football season, 
the UEFA Champions League remains a very attractive football 
platform. Interest in UCL has even increased slightly among a 
global audience and is now back at pre-COVID levels. The UEFA 
Champions League is still among the most attractive football 
events and competitions in the world and continues to attract 
football fans all over the world, as well as worldwide brands who 
want to connect their brand with the competition.  
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GLOBAL INTEREST IN UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

Global interest in the UEFA Champions League
back at 2018-2019 level 

Since the 2016-2017 season, those who claim to be interested in 
the UEFA Champions League among the general population has 

increased steadily season by season. In the 2019-2020 season, which 
was characterised by a long period without football due to COVID-19, 
the number of people interested in the competition slightly decreased. 
The UEFA Champions League recovered well in the 2020-2021 season 

and interest in the competition is now back at pre-COVID levels. 
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Base: measured in 20 countries worldwide among at least n=600 respondents 
per country (representative for general population in each country)
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55%

62%

Interest in and 
outside Europe

As in previous 
seasons, interest 

outside Europe (62%) 
is higher than within 

Europe (55%). 
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WHO IS THE UCL FAN? 

Percentage of UCL fans  
in each country

Top 3 countries Europe

Italy:   67%

Spain:   64%

Poland:   62%

Top 3 countries outside Europe

Nigeria: 90%

Indonesia: 83%

Vietnam: 82%

72%  plays video games

48%  interested in esports

58%  interested in Formula One

61%  interested in women’s football

60% male

40% female

29%
under 30 
years old

36%
30-44 years 

old

35%
45 years and 

older
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COMPARISON WITH OTHER FOOTBALL COMPETITIONS
Interest in UEFA Champions League compared to other events/competitions

INTERESTED 

VERY INTERESTED 

UEFA Champions 
League

UEFA EUROSFIFA 
World Cup

UEFA Europa 
League

Major League
Soccer

English Premier 
League 

UEFA Women’s
Champions League

36%

59%

25%

50%47%

70%

26%

48%

30%

57%

15%

37%

10%

27%

Base: general population
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HOW DO PEOPLE FEEL ABOUT 
THE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE?

Positive feelings about UEFA Champions League

Football fans are positive about the UEFA Champions League. Almost nine out of 
ten are positive about the competition. Fans outside Europe (89%) are even slightly 

more positive about UEFA Champions League than in European countries (85%). 

general population

very positive positive neutral negative

football fans

Attitude towards UEFA Champions League

very negative

31%

47%

32%

41%

31%

11%

2%4%
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FOOTBAL FAN 
OPINIONS ABOUT 
UEFA CHAMPIONS 

LEAGUE
Football fans:

think the UEFA Champions League 

is the most prestigious football 

competition there is 

think the UEFA Champions League 

only becomes really interesting 

when the knock-out stage begins

think the UEFA Champions 

League is becoming more and 

more popular

76% 

57% 

78% 
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AWARENESS OF UEFA 
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE SPONSORS

Total sponsor awareness levels consistent with previous season

Compared to the 2019-2020 UEFA Champions League season, the number of 
people who recall the official UCL sponsors has not changed. Seven out of ten 

remember at least one official UEFA Champions League sponsor (71%). 

The average sponsor awareness per brand is 27%, ranging from 10% for the sponsor 
with least awareness to almost 50% for the best scoring sponsors.

Average total sponsor 
awareness of official UEFA 

Champions League sponsors

Average spontaneous sponsor 
awareness of official UEFA 

Champions League sponsors

27%14%
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STANDING OUT IN THE CLUTTERED 
FOOTBALL SPACE

Shortly after the 2020-2021 UEFA Champions League final, the long awaited EURO2020 kicked off. And of course,  
a big tournament like the EUROS always gets a lot of attention from fans, sponsors and media. 

With many big global brands that are involved in the football domain it is difficult to stand out as a sponsor. Even for sponsors 
of the UEFA Champions League it is not always easy to create awareness for their brand through the sponsorship. The 

proximity of EURO2020 created an even more cluttered football space, making it even more difficult for sponsors to stand out. 

In order to stand out from the clutter, the goal for sponsors should not just be to reach a high level of prompted sponsor 
awareness, but to make people recall the brand spontaneously. 

Spontaneous recall leads to sponsorship success 

In our analyses of global sports sponsorships, we see that the impact of sponsorships on 
brand equity is much stronger among the audience that is spontaneously aware of the 

sponsorship. Brands that succeed in building spontaneous awareness (and not just prompted), 
reach higher levels of brand impact and thus create more successful sponsorships.
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IMPACT OF UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 
SPONSORSHIP ON BRAND FUNNEL
The UEFA Champions League has a positive impact on the official sponsors’ brand results. The 

awareness and appeal of these brands are significantly higher among football fans. Football fans 
also buy products and services from sponsors more often compared to the general population.

By monitoring brand KPI’s among relevant target audiences over time, our insights enable 
sponsors to develop more successful sponsorship campaigns that lead to increased brand impact. 

Brand awareness

Brand appeal

Brand purchase

Brand impact of UEFA Champions League sponsorships
Average brand scores of 5 official UEFA Champions League sponsors

general population football fans

+16%

+10%

+15%

Compared to a general 
audience, football fans...
• are 16% more often aware  
 of the brand of a sponsor 
• find these brands 10%  
 more appealing
• 15% more often buy the  
 products/services of  
 a sponsor
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40%
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I watch 
(almost) all 

matches 

I frequently 
watch

matches

I watch the 
big matches 

only 

I watch it 
once in a

while

I only watch 
the final 

I never 
watch

the UEFA 
Champions

League 
matches

28%

9%

40%

1% 1%

21%

Base: football fans

HOW FOOTBALL FANS FOLLOW 
THE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

Older football fans watch fewer UEFA Champions League games

The older football fans (45+) are the least likely to watch UEFA Champions League games: 
21% of them watches (almost) all matches, versus 30% among the fans under 45 years old. 
A quarter of the football fans of 45 years and older prefers to watch the big games only. 
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53%

82%

53%
47%46%

32%

Base: football fans Base: football fans

WITH WHOM AND WHERE DO FANS WATCH 
THE UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE?

With whom? Where? 

100%100%

80%80%

0%0%

40%40%

20%20%

60%60%

For younger fans, watching UEFA Champions League is a social occasion

The younger fans are, the more often they prefer to watch UEFA Champions League games with their friends 
(66% among under 30 years olds versus 38% among fans over 45 years old). Among older fans it is also not 

as common to go to a cafe or pub to watch UEFA Champions League (21%) as is it among younger fans (36%).

by myself with friends with my partner at home at friends 
or family

in a cafe 
or pub
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TV TV TVFacebook Facebook FacebookYouTube YouTube YouTubeOfficial  
live streams

Official  
live streams

Official  
live streams

Instagram Instagram Instagram

43%
52%

31%29%
21% 19%

29%
22%

28%
24% 26%

14%16%
11%

20%

HOW TO CONNECT WITH UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 
FANS BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE FINAL

 For UEFA Champions League sponsors it is essential to understand how to connect with football fans. This 
requires in-depth insights into the media behaviour of fans before, during and after UEFA Champions League 

games. These insights enable sponsors to connect with fans at the right moment and through the right channel. 

BEFORE the UCL final DURING the UCL final AFTER the UCL final

Base: football fans
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SPORTS MEDIA PROFILER 

THE HOURS
BEFORE

THE FINAL

THE HOURS
DURING

THE FINAL

THE HOURS
AFTER

THE FINAL

Sometimes, as a sponsor, there is a segment of fans that you just cannot reach. This can be extremely frustrating. You know that they are 
out there, you have tried everything you can think of, but still you can’t manage to make contact with them. It is practically impossible to 
have any impact on this group. Where are the fans that you are not reaching, how do they behave, and how can you connect with them?

 
This is the black box of sponsoring. But there’s good news: Blauw Sponsorship Impact has cracked the code. Through our Sports Media 

Profiler we advise sponsors in detail how relevant target audiences use media in relation to their sport.

CURRENT REACH PER CHANNEL CONTENT CONSUMPTION PER CHANNEL

44%

64%

33%

39%

60%

42%

62%

NOT AWARE OF SPONSORSHIP

38%

58%

40%

67%

61%

36%

56%

AWARE OF SPONSORSHIP

HIGHLIGHTS

HIGHLIGHTS

ONLINE CHAT

UPDATES

UPDATES

UPDATES

ONLINE CHAT

HIGHLIGHTS

UPDATES ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS

BRAND CONTENT

BRAND CONTENT

BRAND CONTENTMATCH STATISTICS

MATCH STATISTICS

SCORE/RESULTS

UPDATES

At the right moment In the right place With the right content

INCREASE
SPONSORSHIP REACH

INCREASE
SPONSORSHIP IMPACT

REDUCE WASTE  
OF MEDIA INVESTMENTS
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GET IN TOUCH!

Eva Gerritse 
Business Lead - Blauw Sponsorship Impact

T 0031-6-11355095 
E eva.gerritse@blauwsponsorshipimpact.com
W www.blauwsponsorshipimpact.com

ABOUT THIS REPORT
This research report presents topline trends of fan interest and attitudes regarding the UEFA Champions League and its sponsors.

The report is based on research conducted during the 2016-2017 season until the 2020-2021 season (two measurements per 
season, three measurements in the 2019-2020 season). The study covers a total of 20 countries with a minimum of n=600 

respondents per country (general population).

Countries covered: United Kingdom, Spain, Germany, France, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Thailand, Mexico,  
Brazil, China, Japan, Indonesia, South Africa, Middle East, USA, Nigeria, Vietnam and Chile.
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